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This course is part of the TOLMI Distance Learning, a program designed to equip 
believers.

The basic theme of the training is to teach what Jesus taught, that which took men who 
were fishermen, tax collectors, etc., and changed them into reproductive Christians who 
reached their world with the Gospel in a demonstration of power.

This course is a single course in one of several modules of curriculum which moves 
believers from visualizing through deputizing, multiplying, organizing, and mobilizing 
with the focus to achieve the goal of evangelizing.



 Explain what is meant by "spiritual warfare.”
 Recognize causes of this spiritual struggle.
 Identify spiritual forces of good and evil.
 Recognize strategies of Satan.
 Effectively use spiritual counter strategies.
 Use both offensive and defensive spiritual 

weapons.
 Identify spiritual warfare principles in decisive 

battles in the Bible.
 And more……………..



We will concentrate on some of the stumbling blocks Christians have concerning 
Spiritual Warfare.
We research common questions that come up with the issue of Spiritual Warfare.
Some questions:
• Why does it seem like my prayers are not accomplishing anything?
• Why do I have so much trouble with the Devil?
• I’ve closed doors but things seem worse
• Will God really help me if I Stand against the Devil?
• Identify the difference between God’s voice or the Devil’s
• More…………….

Study schedule:
• 4 week study – 7:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
• Tuesdays – beginning March 17,2015 – April 4, 2015

No Text Book Requirement
Use Join.me to connect to the study room

$20.00 for entire 4 week study



 Some of the Lies we believe
 Satan wants you to believe that he’s stronger than God. 
 The enemy wants you to believe the Word of God is not true. 
 Satan wants you to think badly of God, too 
 There is no such thing as absolute truth 
 You don't have to worry about Satan
 Satan wants you to believe that God is boring
 Satan wants you to think he’s not real, that he’s not a threat
 This one’s a biggie in America: The main thing that God wants for you is to be happy in this life 

and in this world
 Church is not important


